
A big paywall, all over the dream of
free global communication? I like it

Caitlin Moran

The web didn’t make businesses start giving their
stuff away for free, just the arty boho groovy people

All told, this is a marvellous job, and certainly better than anything I hoped for
aged 10, when I presumed I would grow up to be – given my class and location –
either a picket or a prostitute. Indeed, there is only one real downside to it: a
certain kind of person who, on discovering which paper I am employed by, pulls
what I can only describe as a “Guardian face”, and makes some disapproving
comment along the lines of: “You must have to watch what you say, given who you
work for.”

The presumption being that, at 9am every day, Rupert Murdoch walks into my
kitchen, points a Taser gun at one of my children, and says: “G’day. Write ‘Gordon
Brown is a bonk-eyed homosexual’ in the middle of your ‘wry’ column about zoos,
or the kid gets voltage.” I mention all this merely in order to forestall any tiresome
comments of “Of course, you would have to say that” following my next
declaration, which is this: I THINK YOU SHOULD HAVE TO PAY FOR CONTENT
ON THE INTERNET.

Yeah, that’s right. You heard me. The Times is putting up a big paywall, all over the
dream of free global communication, and I like it. Despite being so left wing that I
cried when I interviewed Tony Benn, and so laid back and groovy that I have, in
my time, given a wasp a blowback, I am all for paywalls, prosecuting illegal
downloaders, and generally getting all monetising on the internet’s ass. Why?
Because the internet is currently split into two halves. The bit that’s making all the
money is the bit selling holidays, dishwashers, weekly groceries and fake Viagra.
It’s San Francisco during the Gold Rush over there. If you’re selling stuff on the
internet – however tatty or unenvironmentally friendly it is – you’ve got it made.

Then there’s the half that makes no money at all – where you can download music,
films, TV shows, photography and journalism for free. Because if you’re selling
creativity on the internet – brilliant, complex or just plain entertaining visions – it
seems you’re not supposed to charge. Or complain about it, either. When Lily Allen



spoke up against downloading last year, the internet exploded with – mainly male,
it has to be said – commentators, castigating her for wanting to get paid for her
work. We’re at the odd point where it now seems reactionary for artists to want to
earn a living from art. By contrast, the comparethemeerkat.com crew are driving
around in a golden hovercraft, wiping their arses with fifties.

The internet didn’t make businesses start giving their stuff away for free –
Topshop isn’t handing out free jumpsuits – just the arty boho groovy people. And
simply because they were scared of not looking “cool”. I don’t know quite how it
happened, but you have to hand it to The Man. He aced that one. I don’t know how
The Man does it, to be honest.

You know what? I liked the 20th century. The 20th century was great; for the first
time in history artists stopped starving in garrets or being indentured to wealthy
patrons and got paid decent money, thanks to massive tranches of dull yet
hard-assed copyright legislation. As a consequence, the 20th century was
artistically dominated by the working classes, because, for the first time, they could
actually afford to be artistic.

Yes. As I suspect you may have guessed, what all this is essentially saying is that I
don’t think journalism should be free, because, tbh, bitch got to make rent. I’ve
spent 20 years clawing my way out of a council house in Wolverhampton to reach a
point where I can now afford a Nigella Lawson breadbin. If I have to start blogging
everything for free, I am simply going to have to fall back on Plan B, and go and
hang about in a red-light district somewhere. Meanwhile, the only journalists left
will be posh people who can afford to do it as a hobby, in between skiing or
renovating a folly. This column would be written by Lady Helen “Melons” Windsor
or George Osborne.

However, it’s not writers or musicians who are the workers most affected by free
internet content. Have you seen how much free porn there is out there? You will
never need to pay to see a penis again, that much is certain. And whoever it was
who decided to fill the net with trillions of hours of gratis humping, I bet it wasn’t
the cast. If I had spent the afternoon being bummed across a landing by a man
who looks like Burt Reynolds, I would want to make sure the resultant work was
exploiting every revenue stream it could, in order to buy fur coats and antibiotics.

As a society, we now charge for essential dental work, but somehow found a way to
throw in HD spit-roasts for free. What does that say about us? And when someone
works out what that says about us, will they get paid for explaining it?
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